HOBO JOHNSON SHARES NEW LIVE VIDEO
WATCH “MOVER AWAYER” (LIVE FROM BOSTON) HERE
December 16, 2019 (Los Angeles, CA) - Hobo Johnson is ramping things up as the year comes to a
close with a new live video for his stand-out track “Mover Awayer," featured on this year's acclaimed
album The Fall of Hobo Johnson on Reprise Records / Warner Records. The video displays an
unforgettable performance featuring fan footage of “Mover Awayer” at Hobo Johnson’s sold-out show
at The House of Blues Boston during The Fall Tour of Hobo Johnson.
2019 was a seminal year for Frank Lopes Jr. aka Hobo Johnson, which saw the release of his second
album take his career from an emerging talent to a bona-fide artist making music in a class all his own
with over 173 million cumulative streams. With a metaphorical title, The Fall of Hobo Johnson is about
all of the experiences Hobo has gone through since his music began to skyrocket. The album hosts a
string of brilliant tracks and compelling visuals, including the lead hit single “Typical Story,” which has
over 18 million streams worldwide. Watch the profound effect Hobo Johnson’s music has in the live
video now.
PRESS ON HOBO JOHNSON:
"[Hobo Johnson has] the makings of the next great superstar-slash-argument-starter." – THE
ATLANTIC
"Just below the surface of Johnson’s pop-culture quirks is a brutally honest, exquisitely detailed
analysis of love, desire, heartbreak, happiness, and mental health. And that duality is what’s made his
rise so steep and so emotionally charged." – RELIX MAGAZINE
"As a newly appointed member of the proudly unconventional pop stars club, his latest body work is a
worthy representation of who he is: a talented and undeniably funny underdog with an addictive
persona." – NME
"On ‘The Fall of Hobo Johnson,’ [Hobo Johnson] pushes genre boundaries to their furthest extent,
traversing from wall-of-sound punk rock on ‘Typical Story’ to the subdued cool of string-heavy hip-hop,
returning to bare-boned guitar soundscapes by the end of the album that have his bars sounding like
slam poetry.” – NYLON
"Hobo Johnson continues to ride the wave of triumph first created by the seismic viral activity of his
'Peach Scone' video created for NPR’s Tiny Desk Contest." – FORBES
TOUR DATES
DECEMBER

12/16: Cambridge, UK @ Cambridge Corn Exchange
12/18: Sheffield, UK @ O2 Academy Sheffield
12/19: London, UK @ Roundhouse
12/28: Brisbane, QLD, Australia @ Wildlands 2019
12/28 – 1/1: Lardner, VIC, Australia @ Beyond The Valley 2019
12/31 – 1/1: Perth, WA, Australia @ Origin Fields 2019
JANUARY
1/3: Sydney, AUS @ Metro Theatre
1/5: Melbourne, AUS @ Russell Hotel
1/6: Adelaide, AUS @ The Gov
MAY
5/2: Denver, CO @ Mission Ballroom w/ Watsky
JULY
7/9: Madrid, Spain @ Mad Cool Festival 2020 - Espacio Mad Cool (ifema)
7/10: Lisbon, Portugal @ NOA Alive 2020
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ABOUT HOBO JOHNSON:
Hailing from Sacramento, CA, artist Frank Lopes Jr., who cultivated the moniker Hobo Johnson after
being kicked out of his parents' house and left to live in his '94 Corolla, is propelling his way to the top.
The half Azorean Portuguese, quarter Mexican and Native American vocalist built a grassroots
following via viral homegrown style videos showcasing his singularity; an amalgamation of spoken
word poetry, punk, folk and rap backed by his band The Lovemakers. Hobo’s momentum reached a

tipping point after gaining feverish interest through his "Peach Scone" video entry in NPR’s "Tiny Desk"
Contest, which went viral despite not winning. Bursting with unadulterated sincerity, his genre-defying
sound feels akin to musical anomalies of the past and future. 2017 saw Hobo Johnson's self-released
debut album, The Rise of Hobo Johnson, selling out shows everywhere. To date, Hobo Johnson has
amassed over 173 million total U.S. streams and his impact only continues to grow with the arrival of
his sophomore album, The Fall Of Hobo Johnson.
FOLLOW HOBO JOHNSON:
Twitter | Instagram | Facebook | YouTube
For more information, please contact:
Warner Records
Yash Zadeh
Yashar.Zadeh@warnerrecords.com

